Illinois Tech V-12 Quota Reduced

24 Entries Are Submitted for Integral Queen
Lewis Represented by 2 Candidates; Winner To Be Chosen in Poll

Juniors’ Picnic Plans Complete

Integral Goes To Press Soon

Regular Wednesday Meetings Planned By IT Dance Club, Says Mrs. Orcutt

Graduate Killed On Normandy Front

Lynch Leaves V-12 Unit For Dearborn

Duplicating Department Now Serving Section

Professor Spencer Is Co-Author of Book Concerning Blueprint Problems

The ITA will meet this Wednesday. The cause is to remind students that they are still waiting for the new quota, which was announced last week. The vote on this is still being held in the office of the vice-president of the ITA, an elections committee is still meeting with no result. The elections will be held on Monday, the 24th. The winner will then be announced in the school, and the results will be posted on the bulletin board. The election will be open to all students, regardless of their grades, but only those who have been active in the school will be eligible to vote. The winners will be announced after the ballots have been counted. The results will be posted on the bulletin board, and the winners will be notified by telephone. The winners will be asked to come to the office of the vice-president of the ITA to receive their prize.
The Heat's On

`Bob` Kasnicka Elected to ITSA
And Honor Board by Senior Class

His recent election to the Honor Board and to the ITSA as the 4B representative, warrants Robert R. Kasnicka as "Man of the Week".

Although he is active in many fields of student endeavor, athletics is his predominate interest. This is reflected in the fact that he is a member of the National Track Team, a member of the ITSA Track Team, and the President of the Intramural Sports Council. In addition, he is a member of the National Science Foundation, a member of the National History Foundation, and a member of the National Social Science Foundation.

His initiation to the Honor Board was a result of his outstanding performance in both academic and athletic fields. He was one of the key players on the National Track Team, and his academic record is outstanding.

The ITSA election was a result of his outstanding performance in both academic and athletic fields. He was one of the key players on the National Track Team, and his academic record is outstanding.

The election to the Honor Board was a result of his outstanding performance in both academic and athletic fields. He was one of the key players on the National Track Team, and his academic record is outstanding.

Techman Talking

By R. H. Spencer, Chairman of the TD Department

"Why did you come to ITSA?" was propounded to me by the interested student Techman Mike Smith. I replied, "I came to ITSA because I think it is a good thing to do."

I then proceeded to explain the advantages of ITSA, and how it can benefit students.

For instance, ITSA provides a wide range of educational and extracurricular activities, which can help students develop their skills and interests.

In addition, ITSA offers a variety of opportunities for students to socialize and make new friends. This can be especially important for students who are new to the area or who are far from home.

The ITSA community is also known for its strong sense of community and support. Students who are struggling with personal or academic issues can often find the help and guidance they need from their ITSA peers.

Finally, ITSA is a great place to network and build connections. Many ITSA students go on to successful careers in a variety of fields, and they often attribute their success to the opportunities they had at ITSA.

So, whether you are interested in academics, extracurricular activities, or simply making new friends, ITSA is the place to be. Come on down and check it out for yourself!"
LETTER OF THE WEEK: Womanaower Shortage

There were just last Wednesday, a bunch of lovely boys with the navy band to furnish this sweet rhythm, and only a few dancing due to the lack of dancers.

Could arrangements be made to

WOMEN ON STEAM

I fully agree with the opinion of Arnold Rosenbauer, whose comments on "Women on Steam" appeared in the Chicago Tribune, I prefer to go down the channel of steam.

Steamship has never used discretion in printing articles concerning current events, and as a result, things have not been as pleasant as they should have been.

Despite this, I believe that the women have been treated with respect and that all have had a pleasant time.

A/FRANK CHRYSTELL, Junior Aero.

The women were members of the crew, and I hope they had a good time.

---

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

The School for Safety Auditors, more commonly known as the "Explosive Safety Bureau," is one of the important activities which Illinois Institute of Technology is carrying on to help in the winning of the war.

Older students in the school, and those of all ages, are being prepared for work in a plant which is being built at the Chicago Bar.

Barber Poll

Well sir, it's amusing how some of my old customers when I have been away for a while and when I have commented on their hair. I've noticed one, a Mr. Joe, who has been coming in for about six months. Of course, I know he can't be a politician to give his name, so I'll call him Joe Barber.

---

Ringsgold Wilmer Ladernee, better known as B. LADERNEE attended Armour Institute for two years. He was in The Wake of the Wreck, for the Chicago Tribune, King's "V-2" for the New York Tribune and in the "Theatrical Sketchbook" of the stage play, "Ederle the Great."

A/S. MA. ROBINSON spoke French with such fluency that he instructed the French sailors of a wonderful language. After his retirement from the service, he became a business manager of both the "Musical Times" and the "Congress Bookstore."

CHALMERS Marks, freshman, played in a wonderful and accurate manner. The act called "The Four Musketeers" was presented in the First Room of the College Inn and in the 5100 Club."

PROF. PHIL. CONRAD HUNTLY, the civil engineering department, in charge of Riverdale, Illinois.

LADNERE attended Armour Institute for two years. He was in The Wake of the Wreck, for the Chicago Tribune, King's "V-2" for the New York Tribune and in the "Theatrical Sketchbook" of the stage play, "Ederle the Great."

A/S. MA. ROBINSON spoke French with such fluency that he instructed the French sailors of a wonderful language. After his retirement from the service, he became a business manager of both the "Musical Times" and the "Congress Bookstore."

CHALMERS Marks, freshman, played in a wonderful and accurate manner. The act called "The Four Musketeers" was presented in the First Room of the College Inn and in the 5100 Club."

---

SILK STICK

Cherrc to the Silpstick—Let the Slipstick Fall Where It May

---

A/S. GEORGE CUMMINS

A/S. GEORGE CUMMINS retired from the United States Navy last month after a tour of duty during World War II. He was last stationed at Port Harfield, Virginia. After completing his duties, he was sent to Port Harfield, Virginia, for advanced training. George joined the navy in 1942, and served for over six years in various capacities, including a stint as a radio operator in the United States Navy. He is now married to a woman who he met during his time in the service.
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George Williams Baseball Team Overwhelms Illinois Tech 9-4

The first time in three games, the George Williams College baseball team upset the Illinois Tech in a 9-4 win. The game was played at a record setting pace, with the score of the game determined in just five innings.

Sophos Whip Frosh In 9-5 Softball Duel

Showing their first signs of life since entering the ITL tournament, Sophos and Illinois Tech both played well in their game. Sophos came out on top with a 9-5 victory, thanks to a strong performance by their starting pitcher, John Williams.

Tennis, Horseshoe Outlawed

All students who are interested in participating in tennis or horseshoe are encouraged to contact the sports director, Henry Krol.

Weissman Has Varied Career

Known in the majority of students at IT as "Denny," Bernard Weissman is a multi-talented student athlete. Participating in both tennis and baseball, Weissman has shown himself to be a valuable addition to the team.

Rifle Team Seeks New Competitions

The rifle team is looking to expand their horizons and participate in new competitions. They are currently planning a trip to a national competition in the near future.

Freshmen Play First IM Game

First game of the season was played against Illinois Tech. Freshmen showed great promise and played well against their experienced opponents. The game ended with a 3-2 victory for the freshmen.

Tech Shorts

It was with a great deal of satisfaction that I noticed the present appearance of the Frenchman on the dance floor. His elegance, combined with his good taste, made him a movable point of interest. The crowd, which had gathered around his chair, was so thick that I could hardly get through. However, I managed to find a place near him and began to chat with a few of the other guests. Among them were several prominent members of society, including a prominent politician and a famous actor. The conversation was light and pleasant, and we all enjoyed each other's company. The evening ended with a dance, which was attended by many of the city's elite. Overall, it was a memorable evening, one that I hope to repeat in the future.
Lounge Committee

Armour Eye to Initiate 12

A group of pledges will be initiated at the Armour Eye on Friday, August 11. The pledges will take part in the initiation. In order to determine whether the pledge knows the fundamental rules of the club, the pledges will be required to answer certain questions about banding and regulations. The decisions will be made by President Leonard Brown and the secretaries of the club, with the exception of the vote of the club. The pledges will be informed about the initiation on Wednesday. The club will meet at 8:00 p.m. The pledge will be accepted if he passes the test. The club will meet at 8:00 p.m.

Secretaries to Obtain Lounge

The executive committee for the lounge, now being planned for the women at Illinois Tech, was recently selected by the Armour Eye. The new lounge will be located in the basement of the Armour Building. The committee will be responsible for the design and decoration of the lounge.

Lt. M. P. Andersen Receives Promotion

Lt. M. P. Andersen, commander of the Illinois Tech V-12 unit, has been promoted to the rank of lieutenant commander. The promotion was announced by the Commander in Chief, U.S. Navy. Andersen has been on active duty since July 1943.

V-12 Subscribes to Papers, Magazines

A total of $85 worth of subscriptions to newspapers and magazines have been purchased by the Illinois Tech V-12 unit for distribution in the various quarters.

Fraternities

Sigma Alpha Mu

To Have Shag Party

A party will be held for members of Sigma Alpha Mu in the V-12 quarters on Friday, August 19. The party will consist of dancing, food, and socializing.

John L. Yellott, Head of Gas Institute, Speaks About Utilization of Manpower

John L. Yellott, director of the Gas Institute, will speak on the "Utilization of Manpower in Industry, Agriculture Through Training," in the V-12 quarter, on August 12. He will be joined by V-12 students and industry representatives.

New P-Mate Saw Combat in Pacific

First Class Pharmacist's Mate Charles D. Soper is the latest addition to the Illinois Tech V-12 unit stationed at the United States Naval Hospital. Soper is a veteran of the Pacific War and was assigned to the first marine division. He is believed to be the last Illinois Tech student to enter the service.

Lt. L. E. Webster Makes Second V-12 Inspection

Lt. L. E. Webster, inspector of the Illinois Tech V-12 unit, has completed a second inspection of the unit. The inspection was conducted on August 11.

Lt. L. E. Webster Makes Second V-12 Inspection

Lt. L. E. Webster, inspector of the Illinois Tech V-12 unit, has completed a second inspection of the unit. The inspection was conducted on August 11.

Civil Society Elects Hiramoto as Leader

John Hiramoto was elected president of the Civil Society on August 12. Hiramoto was chosen by a vote of 10 to 1.

Rifle Club Will Conduct Class

C. E. Martin will instruct a rifle class for students in the rifle range. The class will meet on Tuesday evenings from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m.

TWO-HANDED TRIMMER

Fusco Corporation

22 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Telephone: 390-8193
A View of Lewis Maintenance Completes Years of Service, Retiring at 68

Thomas Alexander of the Lewis maintenance staff who has served Lewis since 1905, recently retired to lead a less strenuous life. Alexander has been with the company for many years, and during his tenure, he has contributed greatly to the smooth operation of the plant. He took over the task of operating the maintenance department, overseeing the repair and maintenance of all equipment. Alexander's expertise in electrical work and his ability to troubleshoot problems quickly and efficiently were highly valued by the company. He is also known for his kind nature and his willingness to help others. Alexander's retirement is a loss to the company, but we wish him all the best in his new life.

ITSA Minutes

The ITSA meeting of July 4th was held at the school. The minutes were read and approved. The next meeting will be held on August 1st.

As I See It

(Continued from page 1)

...and after a while I realized that I was looking through the window of a home. It was not much heavier, those who live in a home have a tendency to, from which we derive our name. For the home is a place of shelter, a place of peace and a place of comfort.

Navy Band and Soloists Give 1st "Happy Hour"

The first "Happy Hour" of the season sponsored by the University Club on Friday night. Enjoying the music, the audience were thoroughly entertained. The performance was conducted by Edward Kurtz, and featured the navy band. The audience were thoroughly impressed with the performance.

Naval officer's party

John Reinhart, who has been flying for the past 10 years, will be celebrated at a party given by the company. The party will be held on Saturday evening at the company's executive suite.

Chief Pharmacist's Mou

Robert J. Adams, former Chief Pharmacist at the hospital, has accepted a position at a major pharmacy chain.

Former Soldier Active in North African Sector

John P. Adams, a former soldier, has been active in the North African sector. He has been involved in several operations, including the invasion of Sicily.

Quarters #3

Quarters #3 is the smallest of the quarters. It is located on the corner of Main and Market. It has been used as a storage space for the past few years. It is expected to be razed soon.

Quarters #4

Quarters #4 is located on the corner of Main and Center. It was built in the 1800s and has been used as a residence for over a century. It is expected to be razed soon.

Quarters #5

Quarters #5 is located on the corner of Main and Hill. It was built in the 1800s and has been used as a residence for over a century. It is expected to be razed soon.

Naval Operations

The Navy has been involved in several operations recently. The most recent operation was the invasion of Sicily. The operation was a success and has led to the liberation of several countries.

Architect Mies van der Rohe Is Noted

For His Quality Work and New Ideas

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, director of the architectural department, is a noted architect and has put up only a small number of homes. But such is the quality of his work that he is expected to be commissioned for several more projects. His ideas of building houses differ from those of the average architect. Mies van der Rohe believes that the bathroom and kitchen should be as functional as the living room, and for this purpose he has designed homes in which the living area is open to the kitchen. He has also designed homes in which the living area is open to the bedroom.

"Information Please"

Man Visits Illinois Tech

Franklin D. Adams, of "Information Please," recently visited Illinois Tech. He was accompanied by Robert W. Hamilton, head of the School of Business.

Douglas Shaw was at IT for about eight months, in charge of a crew about a member ship.

Quarters #1

Quarters #1 is the largest of the quarters. It is located on the corner of Main and Center. It was built in the 1800s and has been used as a residence for over a century. It is expected to be razed soon.

Quarters #2

Quarters #2 is located on the corner of Main and Market. It was built in the 1800s and has been used as a residence for over a century. It is expected to be razed soon.

Beach Party Held at Montrose by Civilians

The second beach party of the season was held recently at Montrose, according to Lewis Davidson, social chairman. The party was well attended, with over 100 guests in attendance.

SALES DIRECTOR

A large number of persons were at the party, including some of the town's leading citizens.

Naval Operations

The Navy has been involved in several operations recently. The most recent operation was the invasion of Sicily. The operation was a success and has led to the liberation of several countries.

NALVET

A large number of persons were at the party, including some of the town's leading citizens.

Quarters #6

Quarters #6 is located on the corner of Main and Hill. It was built in the 1800s and has been used as a residence for over a century. It is expected to be razed soon.
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